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Towards Recognition of Industrial Heritage in Algeria: The Square Concrete Grain
Silos of Setif
Amira Talbi and Soumia Bouzaher

ABSTRACT
Algeria is strewn with the remains of multiple industries, but the significance of this industrial heritage,
especially that belonging to the time of French colonisation, is under-appreciated, and the structures
have no legal protection. This article examines this problem, taking the square grain silos of Setif as a
case study. Historical and techno-architectural approaches are used to develop an understanding of
both the historical context and the colonial agrarian strategy that led to the creation of these
Algerian docks and grain silos. The architectural features and construction of the Hennebique
reinforced-concrete structures and the grain-handling procedures are described. The article seeks to
unveil the important historical, architectural and utilitarian values that justify the protection of these
heritage features, as a first step towards their preservation and management.
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Introduction

A fundamental feature of heritage is that it incites a certain feeling
of belonging, recalling a collective memory that links nations to
their past.1 However, when this memory relates to a sequence of
painful events, heritage recognition falls into the trap of controver-
sial ideologies, leading to neglect and vulnerability. This is true of
Algeria’s attitude towards its heritage dating from the time of
French colonisation (1830–1962).2 The period of French colonisa-
tion remains an important and visible part of the history of
Algeria. The French built major diverse infrastructure for the
exploitation of the mineral and, especially, agricultural wealth
found throughout the Algerian territory.3

The last few years have seen a renewed interest in the struc-
tures of the colonial period; much research has been undertaken
involving a large number of researchers, with a focus on presti-
gious architecture and its aesthetic features, for example Oulebsir,
Boutabba et al. and Benaidja.4 However, the industrial domain was
not included and remains a field open to investigation.5

Moreover, industrial heritage is one of the more recent disci-
plines and is a clear manifestation of cultural heritage for the
whole world.6 Buildings, machinery, workshops, mills and factories,
mines processing and refining sites, warehouses and stores, trans-
port structures and infrastructure as well as places used for social
activities related to industry, all constitute the standard-bearers of
the industrial heritage according to Nizhny Tagil Charter’s
definition.7 Industrial architecture has been appreciated for its use-
fulness, its originality and its spirit. Exposed metal structures, large
sections of majestic, glazed facades and deep interior volumes are
witnesses of a certain creative genius and have made the sites they
occupy real landmarks in the territory, along with traces of the
history and the evolution of techniques and means of production,
of the history of architecture and of social history.8

In many parts of the world, these industrial jewels are valued,
reused and reintegrated into daily life, as shown by researchers
such as Edelblutte, Giuliani et al. and Valls-Ayuso et al.9

However, in Algeria, whose territory is strewn with wastelands
from multiple industries of the colonial era including transport,
agriculture and food processing (cooperative farms, numerous
workshops, warehouses, docks and silos, factories and plants of
agri-food subsidiaries), these structures are degrading and disap-
pearing before their historical, architectural and technical signifi-
cance is discovered.10

From a regulatory point of view, there is only one industrial
element classified as Algerian national heritage, which is the
diesel power station at Laghouat, classified in 1999.11 Two other

works of the power industry are pending classification: the
hydro-electric station at Boghni (Tizi-Ouzou) since 1992, and the
dam at Foum El Ghorza (Biskra) since 1996.12

Research Aims

This work is part of a project to recognise the Algerian industrial
heritage of the 20th century and develop the historical and archi-
tectural knowledge that will be necessary for any heritage study.
Its aim is to shed light on the industrial heritage, especially that
from the time of the French in Algeria. Despite the values it pos-
sesses, this remains poorly recognised, and is in the process of
wasting away, in full sight and knowledge of everyone, taking
with it a very important part of the country’s history and identity.

It is intended that this project will add value to the knowledge
of the colonial architectural and industrial production in Algeria in
general, and to the docks and grain silos in particular, by retracing
the history and the French colonial strategy with regard to the
exploitation of Algerian agricultural resources. It will provide a
reference and educational base for research teams, on all knowl-
edge of this typology of buildings, their history, architectural, con-
structive, technical and functional characteristics.

Materials and Methods

Knowledge of this heritage suggests the use of both historical and
techno-architectural approaches, examining national and online
archival data, old photographs, historical and technical documents
and the current state through visits to the buildings. Taking the
square grain silos of Le Crédit Foncier d’Algérie et de Tunisie in
Setif as a case study will explain the context in which the docks
and grain silos were created in Algeria, but it also aims to deter-
mine the construction model, the functional organisation and
the handling procedures, and thus the patrimonial values which
constitute this typology of buildings.

The Context of Creation of Docks and Grain Silos in
Algeria

Geographical Context: Algeria

Algeria is a North African country, located in the heart of the
Maghreb, between the waters of the Mediterranean Sea, with a
coastline stretching over 1,600km, and the sandy ocean of the
Sahara Desert which covers 80% of the territory. It occupies a geo-
graphical position at the crossroads of three worlds,
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Mediterranean, Arab and African. It was described as ‘a land natu-
rally and culturally rich, blessed with many geographical areas, a
fairly diverse relief, an incomparable climate and a soil of marvel-
lous and inexhaustible fertility’.13 Its economy and agricultural pro-
duction are concentrated mainly in the north of the country,
characterised by the mild climate. In the south, the Sahara is a
region rich in natural resources and hydrocarbons.

Historical Context

The history of Algeria is quite rich and diverse, which fits into the
larger history of the Maghreb, and dates back thousands of years.
This has created a rich and exceptionally diverse cultural heritage,
shaped by the passage of many civilisations; the most influential of
these civilisations were the Romans, the Ottomans and especially
the French. French colonisation in Algeria was characterised by a
relatively recent and long occupation (from 1830 to 1962), by
the existence of a significant European settlement and by econ-
omic integration into the French state, that relied essentially,
from its early years and until the discovery of oil in the Sahara in
the 1950s, on cereal farming.14

Creating the Railway System

Following the publication of the first results of the French scientific
exploration of Algeria:

Explorers of all orders have pointed out to commerce, industry, agri-
culture, immense riches to be exploited; but almost everywhere the
spirit of enterprise has encountered, in the lack of communication
channels practicable in all seasons, either insurmountable obstacles
or difficulties which are overcome only at the cost of the greatest
sacrifices.15

From this grew the interest in means of communication, including
railways, in Algeria. The construction of the first railway lines was
authorised by the imperial decree of 8 April 1857, aiming to link
the entire north of the country with the ports, with a dual objective
of using them as a logistical tool for the pacification of territories
and a means of transferring Algerian wealth to France. The realis-
ation of the Algerian railway network was done in three successive
stages that were initiated by the colonial administration, in 1857,
1879 and 1906 (Figure 1).16 The railway generated profound trans-
formations and rapid developments at technical, social and econ-
omic levels. Its impact on agricultural patterns has also been
significant. The development of colonial agriculture was in part a
direct consequence of the influence of rail transport.17

The Need for Storage

The need for big storage structures was born; most foodstuffs,
especially cereals, can be stored almost indefinitely, when they
are perfectly protected from contact with air, water and heat,
with maximum security against physical, chemical and biological
degradation.18 Grain storage buildings have always played a
crucial role in every era and in almost every region of the world.
Thus, there are several types of storage structures, ranging from
traditional barns to bulk storage silos, using different materials:
from wood, steel and bricks, to reinforced concrete, depending
on the storage needs and the importance of the activity.19 The
real turning point in grain storage systems came with the introduc-
tion of the first grain-elevator by Joseph Dart, which took place in
Buffalo, USA, around the middle of the 19th century, as a result of
the wider international trade that became possible by sea.20

Creation of Algerian Docks and Grain Silos

Year after year, Algeria experienced large harvests of cereals, but
without a storage system the settlers were forced to dispose of
their collection between harvest and winter; prices went down
and distribution became difficult due to the congestion of
railway network. Mr Boyer-Banse, Head of the Credit and Agricul-
tural Cooperation Service of the General Government of Algeria,
declared in the Congress of Docks and Grain Silos of North
Africa which took place in Marseille in 1928, that:

At that time, we saw in all the shipping stations piles of bags, forming
huge stacks that weren’t even sheeted because there was a lack of tar-
paulins. These bags waited there indefinitely; for lack of sufficient means
of transport, they could not be sold during the months of August, Sep-
tember, or even October; the rains arrived and in the region of Tiaret we
have recorded regrettable losses [… ] We said to ourselves: this state of
affairs cannot last, we must create larger, more important conservation
stores than those that exist. And since the idea of cooperation was
already in the air, we conceived the idea of creating cooperative docks.21

Therefore, to overcome these constraints, facilities (docks, silos,
stores) were built in the main ports as well as along the main rail-
ways to store goods before they were marketed. The dock as a
physical infrastructure offered producers the possibility of
storing their grain and, by grouping several docks and grain silos
into a powerful cooperative sales organisation, coordinated their
efforts and ensured a methodical and uniform classification of
grain by region. This cooperative organised the transport of
grain in bulk to the docks at the ports of embarkation, in order
to facilitate the loading of ships. It was responsible, under the

Figure 1. Northern Algeria showing the railway lines and the main ports during the French colonial period.
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control of the public authorities, for all sales and delivery oper-
ations. The whole operation tended to regulate the conditions of
the wheat market, and simplified relations between producers
and buyers, with the goal of bringing economic and social
progress.22

Le Crédit Foncier d’Algérie et de Tunisie was the forerunner,
building a network of docks gradually and in different locations:
in Setif, ‘capital of the highlands’ in 1909; in Sidi-Bel-Abbas ‘in
the most cereal-rich region of Orania’ in 1912; in Bouira, ‘a
region producing superior quality wheat’; in Tassera and Tixter,
‘the highlands of the fertile province of Constantine’; and in Amfer-
ville, Saint-Arnaud, Mascara.23

Then the Sersou Cooperative Dock Corporation built the
Burdeau dock in 1924, and it was during this period that the coop-
erative dock societies movement began and continued unabated.
Each year after that saw the emergence of new projects, at various
points along the railway tracks: Ain Temouchent, Inkermann, Phi-
lippeville and Bone.24 The future seemed to be assured by the

project to build a network of docks, silos and stores intended to
house 200,000t, thereby organising and controlling the grain
market.25 The overall control of the entire network, of the
various physical storage facilities and of the cooperative sales
organisations belonged to the General Government of Algeria,
which gave remarkable attention to everything that could
support and enrich the initiatives of its farmers.26

From archival documentation, old photographs and historical
documents, it is possible to identify around 30 docks and grain
silos (Figure 2), spread around the north of the country, over the
departments of Algiers (Table 1), Oran (Table 2) and Constantine
(Table 3); most of these are still functioning, due to the lack of
new storage structures to meet the continuing need for grain
storage (Figure 3).

An Architecture for the Conservation of Cereals

Case Study: Contextualisation

Among the first docks and grain silos to be built in Algeria were
those in Setif, a city which has been known through time by
various designations that testify to its importance, particularly in
agriculture; from ‘granary of Rome’, it became ‘the African
Beauce’ to be then called ‘Queen of the Highlands’.27 Setif, from
‘Isedif’, meaning in Berber ‘black rock’, a reference to the black
colour of the fertile lands of this region of north-eastern Algeria,
is considered among the most important cities of the country.
The capital of the high plains of the Tell Atlas, with a harsh
climate, particularly hot and dry in the summer and cold in the
winter, it sits at an altitude of 1,100m.28

Setif is strategically located, 300km from the capital Algiers,
50km as the crow flies from the Mediterranean and a 100km
from the gates of the desert, which earned it the designation of

Figure 2. Northern Algeria showing the docks and grains silos in the departments of Algiers, Oran and Constantine.

Table 1. Docks and grain silos in the Department of Algiers.

Department of Algiers Construction date Capacity (t)
Bouira – 5,000
Amfreville – 6,000
Brazza (Zoubiria) 1921 1,200
Burdeau (Mahdia) 1921 10,000
Hardy (Tissemsilt) 1923 1,200
Attaf-Carnot (Aïn Defla) 1925 3,600
Ain Bessem (Bouira) 1926 1,700
Letourneux (Derrag- Media) 1926 1,700
Vialar (Tissemsilt) 1949–50 6,000
Affreville (Khmis Miliana) 1911–12 –

Table 2. Docks and grain silos in Oran Department.

Oran Department Construction date Capacity (t)
Sidi-bel-Abbas 1912 8,000
Mascara 1911–12 –
Malifs (Saida) 1922 3,000
Thiersville (Ghriss- Mascara) 1924 5,000
Relizane 1925 20,000
Sidi-bel-Abbas 1924 10,000
Inkermann (Relizane) 1924 1,100
Saida 1924 8,000
Tlemcen 1924 5,000
Beni-saf 1927 4,000
Tiaret 1927 10,000
Oran 1934 3,000

Table 3. Grain silos in the Department of Constantine.

Department of Constantine Construction date Capacity (t)
Setif 1909–10 5,000
Saint-Arnaud (El Eulma) 1913 10,000
Souk Ahras 1923 2,600
Constantine 1924 10,000
Ain-Tessera (Bordj-Bou-Arreridj) 1929–30 10,000
Tixter (Bordj-Bou-Arreridj) – 10,000
Bone (Annaba) 1933 3,000
Oued El Athmania – –
Ain Abid 1928 –
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‘Ville-Carrefour’ (Figure 4). This situation, added to the quality of its
lands, the abundance of its water and the ease of occupation of its
territory, have made it an attractive locality for different civilis-
ations, dating back to prehistoric times and qualifying it as the
cradle of humanity,29 followed by the Numidian, Roman, Byzan-
tine, Muslim and French civilisations (1838–1962).30

The colonial city was created almost from scratch, since it devel-
oped from a nucleus formed by the Byzantine citadel and the
rampart, in the middle of the 19th century. In 1847, Setif was given
an alignment plan from which it developed along an orthogonal
layout, beginning at ‘la place nationale’ (Ain Fouara currently), and
gradually densifying until it reached its wall, then extended beyond.31

Figure 3. Historical images of docks and grain silos in Algeria. (a) Circular grain silos of Setif c. 1950s (Archives of the Archaeological Museum of Setif); (b) Docks of the
port of Oran in their current state; (c) Cooperative grain silos of Vialar (Tissemssilt) in 1950 (Francis Rambert); (d) Grain silos of Tiaret c. 1950 (National Archives Centre,
Algiers); (e) Cooperative grain silos of Relizane c. 1928 (Congrès des docks et silos à céréales de l’Afrique du Nord, Marseille); (f) Cooperative docks of Tlemcen c. 1924–5
(Archives of Turenne Agricultural Co-operative); (g) Docks of Beni Saf c. 1980s; (h) Grain silos of Sidi-Bel-Abbas in 1913 (Le Béton armé, organe des concessionnaires et
agents du système Hennebique); (i) Wheat silos in Affreville (Aïn Defla) c. 1948–50 (National Archives Centre, Algiers); (j) Grain silos in Attaf- Carnot (Aïn Defla) in 1934
(Francis Rambert); (k) Grain silos of Saint Arnaud (El Eulma) in their current state; (l) Cooperative grain silos of Burdeau (Tiaret) c. 1924 (Congrès des docks et silos à
céréales de l’Afrique du Nord, Marseille).

Figure 4. (a) Map of Algeria indicating the location of Setif; (b) Map of Setif indicating the location of its grain silos.
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Setif: ‘Agricultural Centre’

Setif became the headquarters of the surrounding farms of the
Compagnie Genevoise, first with the expansion of its land, but
also with the construction of Maison de l’Agriculture on which
Saint Arnaud (now El-Eulma), Bordj- bou-Arreridj and Bougie
relied.32 But communication between Setif and the coast was
difficult at this time; Setif was connected with Bougie by a road
opened by the French troops around 1853 that was impracticable
in bad weather. For goods as well as travellers, it was preferable to
take the road to Constantine and then onto Philippeville.33

After the arrival of the railway in Setif (the Constantine-Philip-
peville section in 1870, then the Setif-Constantine section in
1879–81) and the inauguration of the railway station in 1897, a
series of stores and grain silos were established in the southern
suburb of the station, located along Laid Abderrezak Street and
the railways (Figure 5).34 Two flour mills and a pasta factory
were also created. Setif became a leading agricultural centre,
dependent on the marketing of agricultural products, and most
of its wealth came from agricultural profits, in particular the trans-
formation of agricultural products (flour milling infrastructure),
manufacturing of agro-products, food (pasta, and others)
coupled with transport companies. The station was therefore
very busy; it received cereals from other regions for the two
mills and that of Kherrata, and for storage at the grain silos; also,
it received gasoline, agricultural machinery, processed foods, con-
struction equipment and heating fuel.35

Most of the produce from the surrounding area was transported
to the grain silos by road. As for exports, these were mainly agricul-
tural products of all kinds that went via the port of Phillippeville.
(The first cereal port in North Africa, it was founded in 1838.36) In
1960, agricultural products made up 80% of Algeria’s exports,
with only 20% industrial products; more than 90% of these agricul-
tural exports were intended for the French market.37

Square Grain Silos of Le Crédit Foncier d’Algerie et de Tunisie
(Setif, Algeria)

This is a remarkable building, still in use to this day, in more or
less good condition, with a successful functional design and
clearly visible structure. Its construction began in the summer
of 1909, and was completed by the end of the winter of
1909–10, which is due to the speed of execution, characteristic
of reinforced concrete structures, despite the difficulties of
formwork and reinforcement in the construction of buildings of
this kind.38 It is located in the southern suburb of the station,
overlooking Laid Abderrazak Street;39 its location allowing
quick handling, both for road vehicles or rail access, as well as
for unloading goods and loading silos (Figure 6).

It was developed with the aim of storing about 5,000t of grain,
either in bulk in the 40 square silos or in bags in the store on the
ground floor (Figure 7). The site, which is slightly sloping, has been
terraced, so as to ensure that the large concrete blocks have a

Figure 5. The Setif grain silos. (a) Location of the silos district (southern suburb of the station) in relation to downtown Setif; (b) Location of the grain silos and stores in
relation to the Setif train station; (c) Historical images of the Setif grain silos (Le Béton armé, organe des concessionnaires et agents du système Hennebique); (d) Current
photos of the Setif grain silos.
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perfectly horizontal base on a soil which is a mixture of gravel and
water-bearing sand, under a light layer of friable tuff. The foun-
dations, made up of appropriately sized footings, rest on large con-
crete blocks and transmit the vertical loads onto them.40

The reinforced-concrete columns, attached to these foun-
dations, have a total height of approximately 10m above the
ground; they form the main framework of the building and
delimit the various parts of the store established on the ground

Figure 6. Case study: square grain silos of Le Crédit Foncier d’Algérie et de Tunisie in Setif. (a) Location in relation to downtown Setif and the train station; (b) Historical
image of the building in 1910 (Le Béton armé, organe des concessionnaires et agents du système Hennebique); (c) The building in its current state.

Figure 7. Architectural survey of the square grain silos of Setif. (a) Plan of the ground-floor store; (b) Plan of the first- and second-floor silos; (c) Plan of the third floor.
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floor. The exterior columns are braced halfway up the bays on the
ground floor by concrete lintels, on which rest glazed transoms.
Inside the silos, the columns are embedded in the partitions, but
they continue higher to support the rafters and the ridge purlins
of the roof (Figure 8).

With the exception of the roof of flat tiles, the other elements –
columns and foundations, silos and stairs, crossbow beams and
purlins, floors and overhang – utilise the Hennebique system.

The roof has two pitches, with a median valley also in concrete,
in the longitudinal direction of the building, and connected on the
facade by a small terrace entirely in reinforced concrete, housing
the head of the elevators and placed astride the ridge purlins of
the two contiguous roofs. It covers the entire protruding part
and contributes to the ornamentation of the facade via its
cornice (Figure 9). The upper part of the building is marked by a
decorative pediment entirely in reinforced concrete which had
on its front the emblem of the owning company (Figure 6b),
now erased by erosion (Figure 6c).

Usually, aesthetic aspects are absent from this kind of industrial
structure, such as Buffalo’s grain silos, which were described as
‘monsters’ by the British author Anthony Trollope in 1861.41

Here, the eye finds aesthetics in the monumental scale of the
building, as well as its industrial and utilitarian spirit (Figure 6b
and c). The same effect can be seen in the monumental buildings
which house the grain silos in Genoa, Grosseto and the port of
Oran (Figure 3b). According to Hennebique’s in-house magazine
Le Béton armé:

The building was built entirely by an authorised dealer of Hennebique
company, Mr. Giovanelli, of Setif, on behalf of Le Crédit Foncier d’Algérie
et de Tunisie, under the senior management of the company’s architect,
M. Ponsard, and with the help of the agent of the said house, in Tunis,
Mr. B. Reymond, engineer [… ] The entire mechanical part of the instal-
lation (conveyors, elevators, muzzles) was carried out by Piat and his
sons in Paris.42

The Advantage of Using Reinforced Concrete and the
Hennebique System
The era of industrialisation has witnessed the introduction of new
construction materials and the transition frommassive stone archi-
tecture to lighter reinforced concrete architecture.43 First pro-
posed by contractors for its low cost and fire resistance,
reinforced concrete was gradually adopted by architects to
become a construction material in its own right.44

In 1904, there were over 50 reinforced-concrete systems,
including Coignet, Cottancin, Monier, Considere, etc.45 Among
the most flexible and widely used was François Hennebique’s
system. The latter had the greatest commercial impact and experi-
enced spectacular growth; the extent of its network of
companies — dealers who were controlled by the terms of their
licence, had a defined region of activity and were attached to
specific technical agencies — gave it a production capacity at
least equal to that totalled by all of its competitors.46

Hennebique filed a patent in 1892 in which he explicitly placed
the wrought-iron reinforcing bars according to the loading
requirements and recommended the use of stirrups to connect
the longitudinal irons in order to respond to the shear force and
facilitate implementation. Unlike the Cottancin system, the Henne-
bique is a classic system that does not transform the usual vision of
traditional construction. It is notable for its simplicity, it easily
adapts to multiple situations and, above all, it was easily assimi-
lated by the small construction companies of the time, with a
poorly trained workforce and limited equipment.47

Hennebique’s contribution to both the development and the
propagation of reinforced concrete was considerable. As early as
1892, Hennebique published a brochure that extolled the merits
of reinforced concrete entitled: ‘Plus d’incendies désastreux’ (No
more disastrous fires), of which 3,000 copies were distributed. It
set up a network of dealers spread throughout Europe, supervised

Figure 8. Explanatory sections of the square grain silos of Setif. (a) Cross section of the building; (b) Longitudinal section of the building.

Figure 9. Facades of the square grain silos of Setif. (a) Main facade of the building; (b) Right side facade of the building.
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by regional agents who carried out the calculations and contribu-
ted to maintaining the quality of many sites.48

By mid-1911 there were a total of nearly 24,000 works executed
in Hennebique’s system, scattered across several continents.49 It
was responsible for the realisation of a very wide range of public
and private buildings, through its agents and dealers, and
played a crucial role in the development of reinforced-concrete
grain silos.50

In an era of intensive production, where land was expensive in
business centres, stations and ports, silos had to be tall to utilise
space efficiently; traditional materials such as timber or brick
could not overcome this problem in a satisfactory way. Only
reinforced concrete, particularly the Hennebique system, could
provide an economical and rational solution to this problem,
thanks to its excellent qualities of rigidity, non-flammability and
strength. Concrete silos are more solid and resistant to fire and
adverse weather conditions such as rain, snow and varied temp-
eratures, making them generally the least expensive option, with
the added benefit of being corrosion resistant.51

Thus, reinforced concrete easily lends itself to the requirements
of the construction of silos, since all parts of the structure contrib-
ute effectively to provide a solution that is both technically sound
and also aesthetically satisfying. Reinforced concrete also allowed
for cheaper foundations and reduced the future maintenance cost
of the buildings, which is the reason why it was used in the very
early mills and silos in Nantes (France, 1895), Manchester docks

(UK, 1894) and Swansea (UK, 1897). Its use in Algerian grain silos
made a significant contribution to the development of the coun-
try’s agricultural sector.52

The Hennebique company became one of the most active com-
panies specialising in the construction of grain silos in Europe,
America and also Africa. It was probably responsible for the intro-
duction of reinforced concrete to the Maghreb, through its techni-
cal agencies and licensed dealers, namely the silos in Sidi-bel-
Abbes (1912), Saint Arnaud (1913) and Ain Abid (1928, 138-
148).53 In Setif, its choice fell on the Pascal-Louis Giovanelli
company as a dealer, assisted by Charles Bonduel engineers
from the Algiers agency created in 1893.54

Grain Operating and Handling in the Square Grain Silos of Setif
The grain is received into the silos during the harvest season, July
and August, most often delivered by trucks arriving from the vicin-
ity of Sétif. Grain handling is carried out using a hopper opening at
the base of the ground floor, in which two vertical bucket elevators
(Figure 10a) pick up the grain and bring it up under the roof to
deposit it onto two horizontal and parallel conveyors. These
have cotton belts, resting on steel rollers, and, by means of dis-
charge carriages and wooden channels, transport grain to any of
the silos of the building. This double mechanical installation
does not require any special manual handling; the driving force
is provided by a 6hp (5kW) oil engine and allows for a throughput

Figure 10. Current interior photos of the square grain silos of Setif. (a) The elevator in the ground floor; (b) Bottom of the silo (discharge valve); (c) Cantilever walkways
on the third floor.
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of 15t per hour maximum for each of the conveyors and
elevators.55

The silos, 4m square and 7m high, consist of vertical partitions
with horizontal ribs. They culminate internally with discharge
valves, with walls at 45° and openings 300mm square (Figure
10b). The silos are surmounted by a series of cantilever walkways
(Figure 10c), which can withstand a loading of 300kg/m2; a stair-
case made entirely of reinforced concrete allows easy access
from the different floors and also leads to these cantilevered walk-
ways, which therefore allows quick and easy inspection of the
different silos.

The grain is collected from the silos and bagged by means of
sheet-metal pipes, connected to the heads of the discharge
valves and carrying a bagging device in their lower part. Sub-
sequently, grain is dispatched during the rest of the year by
trucks to the train station (right next to the docks) with the
purpose of reaching the ports for export. The abundant distri-
bution of light inside the building is provided through the
glazed transoms halfway up the bays on the ground floor
(Figure 8). Thus, the lighting of each silo is provided by a series
of glass tiles placed in the centre of each of their roofs.

Conclusions

Industrial heritage encompasses values (historical, economic,
architectural, technical, social and memory) that justify its recog-
nition. Unfortunately, in Algeria, this type of structure is slowly
deteriorating and disappearing. The authorities take inconsistent
actions in the field of valorisation; while prestigious monuments
and facilities, such as neoclassical museums and theatres, and
neo-Moorish mosques, receive more interest, colonial industrial
structures are predestined to disuse and neglect.

If this article has focused on these industrial structures, inher-
ited from the colonial era in Algeria, it is for their technical, archi-
tectural, utilitarian and, above all, historical peculiarities that
qualify them as witnesses of a relevant part of the country’s
history, and of the French colonial economic strategy in Algeria.
Algerian docks and grain silos are so numerous that a single
article cannot identify or quantify all of them; however, this work
could be the first link in a long chain of initiatives aimed at promot-
ing this heritage, which carries great value. Evoking this type of
poorly valued Algerian heritage, resulting from a period of little-
recognised history, provides an insight into the current state of
the industrial heritage inherited from the colonial era in Algeria,
and also the different heritage values which encompass, and
which can justify, its conservation and enhancement as part of
the architectural heritage of the nation.

Today, the Setif region provides some of the best varieties of
wheat in Algeria, and Setif still remains the capital of the High-
lands, thus retaining its reputation as a ‘breadbasket’, at a local
and national level, because all its cereal production is now
intended for the domestic market. The subjects of this case
study, the square grain silos of Le Crédit Foncier d’Algérie et de
Tunisie in Setif, have also retained their importance today. More
than a century since their construction, they are still in a fairly
good condition, the property of La Coopérative des Céréales et
des Légumes Secs de Sétif, and still functional in their initial
state, which is astonishing in terms of grain conservation, since
they have received only minor maintenance and are not classified
as national heritage.56 This construction system and the sustain-
able grain-handling and storage techniques remain in use to this
day. This proves once again that these grain silos reveal values
that are not only historical, but also architectural, technical, utilitar-
ian and even aesthetic that cannot be ignored.

This study serves as a recommendation for the heritage devel-
opment and essential valorisation, not only of one site, as an
important part of the cultural heritage and of the history of
Algeria, but of a whole sustainable system of storage and

conservation of cereals, through raising public awareness and rec-
ognition of this typology of heritage, and its impact on the history,
collective memory and identity of Algerians.
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